Uksumuuq!
Macaq kingutmen ag’uq. Uksumuuq.
Nuna qatertuq. Uksumuuq.
Nuna nepaituq. Uksumuuq.
Uswillraraat skaulumi et’ut. Uksumuuq.
Llaami pat’snartuq. Uksumuuq.
Nanwat kuiget ciqumaat.
Uksumuuq.
Kuskaanat amitatut-llu qatertut. Uksumuuq.
Taqukaraat qawartut legteni. Uksumuuuq.
Uksuk asiingia’artuq.
It must be winter!

The sun is going back. It must be winter

The land is white. It must be winter

The land is silent. It must be winter.

Kids are in school. It must be winter

The weather is cold. It must be winter.

The lakes and rivers are frozen. It must be winter.

The rabbits and weasels are white. It must be winter.

The bears are sleeping in their dens. It must be winter.

Winter is wonderful.

*This word can also be “skuuluq” for some speakers.